Classified Growth and Development Tool – Supervisor’s Job Aid
The Classified Growth & Development Cycle engages employees in a dynamic process that enables them to reflect on
their current skills, create development plans, participate in growth and development activities, and track progress, with
the ultimate goal of positively impacting their overall performance. As their supervisor, you can take an active role in
guiding your employee in their professional growth and development. Below are the steps in creating your employee’s
development plan
Login to the Classified Evaluation
Platform :
https://myapps.lausd.net/Eval/CGD/Home

You may access the CGD tool directly
through the tab or the “Evaluations
Assigned to Me” Tab

You may create Growth and
Development Plans by selecting
“Design” or access plans that have
been created by selecting “View”

Begin by selecting competencies that
are most relevant to your specific
employee by selecting the + sign

Within each cluster are competencies,
select all that would apply.

After placing a checkmark on the
competency selected, fill out the
following:
Additional Clarification of definition
 What specific behaviors would
you like your employee to
improve upon?
 How will you know that your
employee has improved in this
area? What changes in
behavior do you expect to see?
* Do this for all competencies selected

Select “Add New” for Growth Activities
and recommended training/courses.
Use the comment box under “Other
notes/recommendations for additional
comments, instructions, or advice.
Save.

Select all growth activities that apply,
and provide additional instructions
using the comment box for each
activity.
Save.



You will have the option to
select a button to send an
email notification to your
employee that a plan has been
created for him/her.

You may also print the Employee
Recommendation by selecting “Print”

This is the PDF Print Version of the
Employee Recommendation you have
created.

Once you go back to the “Evaluations
Assigned to Me” Tab, the employee’s
growth plan will now show as “View”
instead of “Design”

When the employee logins to the
platform, the employee can select the
“Classified Growth & Development”
Tab

If it is the first time for the employee to
log in, the employee will then select
“Start”

The employee can select the “View
supervisor’s recommendation” link to
access the supervisor’s
recommendations.

The employee can print the plan for
reference.
The employee would then close the
window and begin with the selfassessment.

